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          INSTITUCIÓN EDUCATIVA FEDERICO SIERRA ARANGO 
   Resoluciones Dptales. 15814 de 30/10/2002 - 9495 de 3/12/2001  
                     NIT: 811039779-1 DANE: 105088001750 
                                      Bello - Antioquia 
 

TALLER VIRTUAL Nª 2 

ASIGNATURA: INGLÉS     ÁREA: HUMANIDADES         GRADO:  8°   1,  2,  3         

FECHA DE ENTREGA: 17 de julio 2020 

TERCER PERIODO = SEMANA  1, 2 

DESEMPEÑOS =  

OBJETIVO: Identificar el tiempo y el porqué de una pregunta. 

 

DOCENTE: Luis Fernando Herrera Echavarría 

OBSERVACIONES: Envíe al siguientes correos : 

gradooctavo.01ingles@gmail.com = Profesora Karen Présiga      =   8° 1 

dfranco.arroyave@gmail.com = Profesor  Daniel Franco               =   8° 2 

Luisfernando.teacher@gmail.com = Profesor Fernando Herrera   =   8° 3 

Para sacar nota alta no basta con hacer bien el taller, es necesario entregarlo a tiempo, en la 

fecha establecida.  Coloque clara y correctamente el grupo, sus nombres y apellidos como 

aparecen en lista.  Cualquier copia de otro compañero se evalúa con la nota mínima.  
  

TALLER  SEMANAS 1 y 2.   TERCER PERIODO 

There are many reasons why we need to protect our forests 1.  They 

make the landscape beautiful and they are home to great biological 

diversity.  

Forests contain 80% of all the world’s biodiversity and are the natural 

hábitat of animals, plants and micro-organisms.  In addition, this diversity 

provides important natural resources 2 that sustain our lives by 

releasing oxygen, absorbing CO2  preventing soil erosion, conserving 

water and moderating temperatures. 

Sadly, the growth of the human population and our needs of housing, 

fuel, paper, food and many other things have a negative impact on the 

forests of the world.   According to FAO1, the world loses 13 million 

hectares of the forest every year 3. 

We 4 need to support good practices that protect and restore forests by 

reducing the demand of paper, creating protected natural reserves, 

controlling agricultural development, and stopping ilegal mining and 
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logging.  However the most powerful way to achieve all these solutions 

is by educating people 5. 

 

  

We need to understand that the exploitation of forests can bring 

immediate benefits now, but it will destroy opportunities for future 

generations. 

1. FAO = The Food & Agriculture Organization of the  United Nations 

Taken from the book “Lanzador way to go 8” 

 

A. READ AND UNDERSTAND. THEN, CHOOSE THE CORRECT QUESTION TO 

THE GIVEN ANSWER.   CHOOSE ONE OF THE ANSWERS TO EXPLAIN WHY 

IS THE CORRECT OPTION 

1. R//  our forests 

a.  Are there many reasons why we need to protect? 

b. What do we need to protect? 

c. Where do we need to protect? 

d. Why will we need to protect? 

 

2. R//  important natural resources 

a. Why this diversity provides? 
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b. How does this diversity provide? 

c. When do this diversity provides? 

d. What does this diversity provide? 

 

3. R//  every year 

a. When does the world lose 13 million hectares of the forest? 

b. Where do the world loses 13 million hectares of the forest? 

c. Which do the world loses 13 million hectares of the forest? 

d. Whey does the world loses 13 million hectares of the forest? 

 

4. R//  we 

a. When do need to support good practices? 

b. What do need to support good practices? 

c. Who needs to support good practices? 

d. Where need to support good practices? 

 

5. R//  by educating people 

a. What is the most powerful way to achieve all these solutions? 

b. How is the most powerful way to achieve all these solutions? 

c. Why is the most powerful way to achieve all these solutions? 

d. Which is the most powerful way to achieve all these solutions? 

 

B. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE AUTHOR IN THIS READING. 

(Write in 4 lines) 

  

 


